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“It usually takes more than three weeks 

to plan a good impromptu speech” 

- Mark Twain 

 

 
 

 

Speaking is One of the Fastest Ways to Get New Clients 

 

There are very few people that start out from the get go loving presenting, and 

they are usually the “charismatic” Personal Persuasion Power in the Archetype 

Alignment Grid.  When The Book of Lists surveyed 3000 people, they said their  

biggest fear was presenting in front of an audience (41% of people surveyed) – 

twice that of those who feared death (19% of people surveyed).   

 

As a result, most people try to avoid speaking as a strategy and when people do 

present, most try to make it quick and painless for themselves – which 

unfortunately usually does not usually have a great impact on the audience.   

 

My goal is to make you an amazing presenter and to give you skills to overcome 

your fear and anxiety and make the greatest impact you can when you present.  

And why I want this for you is because speaking is one of the fastest ways to 

build your practice.  I consistently have clients who get 35-60% of the room to 

raise their hand to have a complimentary Breakthrough Session or discovery 

session with them.  If you hone your skills, you’ll be able to add 3-8 people to 

your practice every time you speak (if you want that many new clients, that 

is!).  And this workbook will help you do that.   
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Where to have Self Sponsored Speaking Engagements 
 
You can have self sponsored events anywhere that can hold a group of people.  It is 
always nice to choose a place that is free or low cost, easy to find, and has plenty 
of parking.  One of my colleagues even has events at a huge, hip shoe store in 
Oakland.  Be creative and think out of the box.  Here are some of the places my 
clients typically have their self sponsored events: 

 Your Living Room or a friend’s  

 At a local business that caters to similar clients or where your Divine 

Ideal Clients hang out (spas; chiropractors/doctors offices; gyms; yoga 

studios; non-profits) 

 The Local Library (usually free) 

 The Local Community Center 

 Retreat Centers 

 Community Colleges 

 

Marketing Self Sponsored Speaking Engagements 
 
When you Self Sponsor your own event, you usually need to take ownership of all 
the marketing.  Even if you have it at a place that will advertise for you, it is best 
to use multiple strategies to insure you have a full room of people.  Here are some 
ideas on how to market your event: 

 Send to your List.  If you don’t have an official email list yet, send it to 

people in your local network 

 Promotional Partners (you can offer them an affiliate partnership to do 

so and give them a percentage of the revenue you generate, if that will 

incent them to help) 

 Flyers around town in places your clients commune (coffee shops, 

restaurants, post office, etc) 

 Facebook, Linked-In, Twitter and other social media 

 Facebook Ads that are focused on your Ideal Client Profile in your 

geographic area 

 The Chamber of Commerce 

 Sponsor a Meet-up Group 

 Craigslist 

 Send to friends in the area and ask for their help spreading the word 

 If your event is free, you can post on list serves and through newspapers 

for no charge 
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Places You Can Speak (Sponsored) 
 
Most organizations that have guest speakers are actively looking for guest speakers.  
Most of these organizations are volunteer run and they are grateful to have you 

contact them and offer to speak.  Here are some places to start your search: 

 Local Organizations that cater to your clients (Chamber of Commerce; 

Business Associations; Established Meetups; BNI groups; Networking 

Groups; Women’s Organizations.  Other examples are “Women in 

Consulting”; The Executive Network of Seattle (TENS)) 

 Community Center 

 The Learning Annex 

 Library 

 Local Community Colleges 

 Conferences and Expos that serve your Divine Ideal Client 

 Telesummits/Speaker Series 

 At a local business that caters to similar clients or where your Divine 

Ideal Clients hang out (spas; chiropractors/doctors; gyms; yoga studios; 

non-profits) 

 Podcasts and Internet Radio – google “Podcast for [your niche]” to 

identify possibilities.  Radioguestlist.com and HARO are also good ways to 

identify podcasts and radio shows. 

 
 

 
Here I provide a Sample Script (could also be converted to an email) for 

inquiries about speaking opportunities: 

 

“Hi, my name is Tara Butler Floch and I am a marketing coach that helps 

entrepreneurs create marketing strategies that really magnetize their 

ideal clients to them.  I have a free talk called “The Five Biggest 

Marketing Mishaps that Entrepreneurs Make” and I was wondering if you 

would be interested in having me present at one of your upcoming 

Connections Group Meetings.  I would be happy to sit down and share my 

presentation with you to make sure that it resonates with your audience 

before you decide.  Would that be something you’d be interested in?” 

(Optional:  I would be happy to donate back to the organization 20% of 

any revenue I may get for anyone who decides to pursue working with 
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me if you are willing to help me promote the free talk to your 

members). 

 

As You Begin to think through creating a Presentation, Think 

Through the Elements of Presentations 

 

 Presenter – the presenter is one of the most important elements of a 

presentation.  Identical content presented by different people can have 

dramatically different results. 

 Content/Subject Matter – content is actually only 7% of a presentation’s 

overall impact.  Nonetheless, without meaningful content, most 

presentations are only entertaining, not informative. 

 Space/Set-up – we underestimate the importance of the space and how we 

set up the space.  It can dramatically affect the impact of a presentation. 

 Audience – we need to cater our presentation to the audience – what they 

are interested in and to what they would respond. 

 Delivery – this includes not only how the presenter delivers, but also the 

tools, materials, visuals and the overall production of the presentation. 

 Impact – this is the most important element.  You must start with this end in 

mind and plan from there.  What is the impact you want to create? 
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Effective Planning and Preparation 

 

Planning and Preparation are key aspects to a presentation.  Some people are 

gifted at giving impromptu presentations, but many people that give 

“impromptu” presentations have actually prepared, at the very least mentally, 

to give that presentation.  And often they have done a masterful job at 

appearing so comfortable and at ease to have the audience assume that it’s 

impromptu or that they are just a “natural.”  One of my speaking mentors, Joel 

Wheldon, who is in the speaker hall of fame, says he spends 50 hours prepping 

for each speaking opportunity.  He commands a big keynote speaking fee to 

make it worth that much effort, but it is pretty amazing when you think of that.  

This guy has been teaching and mentoring speakers for 40 years.  You’d think 

he’s just a natural at it, but it’s clear that his mastery is a result of great 

preparation.  These days, I spend about 10 hours creating new presentations 

and about 10 hour practicing, including doing a dry run and getting feedback on 

it from my coach or peer coaches for my free presentations (I used to spend less 

time but my presentations are much more powerful now!).  When I had a paid 

gig for the US Cycling Association a few years ago, however, I definitely put 

more effort into it because the stakes were much higher.   (Paid gig with a big 

audience). 

 

As Stephen Covey would say, always begin with the end in mind.  Proper 

planning and preparation will help you create the “movie in your mind” for this 

presentation, as well as help you build confidence in the content, materials, 

delivery and yourself.   

 

The first step I recommend is doing a Purpose/Outcome Plan for each 

presentation (as well as every meeting you facilitate).  If you cannot complete 

this simple exercise, you are not mentally prepared to put together a 

presentation.  The questions in the following Purpose/Outcome Plan will set the 

foundation for your presentation and insure you are hitting the essential 

elements of a presentation.   
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Purpose Outcome Plan 

 

 

The Purpose and Objective of my presentation/meeting is: 

 

 

 

The audience for my presentation/meeting is:  (backgrounds, skill set, 

understanding of the topic being covered) 

 

 

 

What information, if any, should I send to my audience in advance of the 

presentation/meeting? 

 

 

 

What information, if any, should I bring to the presentation/meeting to supplement 

my presentation? 

 

 

 

What Key Concepts do I need to cover in my presentation/meeting? 

 

 

 

What do I want the participants to go away with? 

 

 

 

What outcome do I expect as a result of a successful presentation/meeting? 

 

 

 

What space, set-up and AV requirements will I have for my presentation/meeting?
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Format for a Powerful Presentation 

 
1) Have someone introduce you – even if you are self hosting (1-2 

minutes).  This will help build your credibility right from the start.  Try to 

have someone who has a personal experience of you and your work, as 

that can make it even more powerful.   

2) Powerful Lead In that hooks your audience.  This can be your personal 

story or a story of a client who desperately needed your help.   Make sure 

you connect with the audience here too – “How many of you have 

ever….?”  “Raise your hand if you have ever…”(2-5 Minutes) 

3) Tell them what you are going to tell them.  Give an overview of what 

you are going to share.  You can eliminate this for shorter talks, or when 

it feels redundant (ie if your talk is called “The Five Biggest 

Challenges…”).  For longer talks and webinars, it helps keep people 

engaged to the very end when they know what’s coming (5 minutes).   

4) Tell them.  This is the heart of the talk.   I recommend making no more 

than 1 major point for every 7-10 minutes you have to present (If you 

have 20 minutes, only make 2 major points).  Tie back each point to an 

example of a client you have helped.  (This portion can be 15-45 minutes 

for a free talk or webinar) 

5) Tell them what you just told them.  Reiterate the major points and why 

they are important.  This can also help you lead more powerfully into 

your call to action (2-5 minutes) 

6) End with a powerful Call To Action (5 minutes) 

a. For most of you this will be for a complimentary breakthrough 

session.  I also recommend giving some sort of “free gift” in 

addition to the breakthrough session so that you can give more 

value and capture the names/numbers/emails of the audience 

members so you can follow up with them and add them to your 

email list.  (If it is a self sponsored event, this is optional, but 

appreciated by your audience).  A good option is a workbook that 

mirrors your talk but has more details then the presentation.  I do 

not recommend giving the PowerPoint as the gift. 

b. “It has been a huge pleasure having the opportunity to talk with 

you tonight.   If any of you are feeling like you want more, I’d like 

to offer a complimentary Breakthrough Session where we will 

explore where you are, where you want to go, and some possible 
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options for you to bridge that gap.  One of those options may be 

for us to continue to work together.  I only work with a small 

number of clients I can make a significant impact with, and if I’m 

not the right person to help you, I will point you in the right 

direction.  I want to make sure that you can take what you’ve 

learned tonight and really put it into practice.   If you sign up for a 

breakthrough session, I know that you will walk away with huge 

value and a clear sense of direction.   I have a few slots open over 

the next few weeks, so if you are interested in having one of those 

slots, please put your name and contact info on the clipboard I’m 

passing around (or at the back of the room).  I am also available 

after this for any questions you might have!  Thank you again for 

having me here tonight!” 

7) Wrap Up and Q/A – Always thank your audience and have plenty of time 

for Q&A.  If it’s a large audience, holding Q&A to the end is appropriate 

(and bringing the lights up).  In smaller audiences, you can encourage 

Q&A throughout and build in times to your presentation where you will 

seek out questions.  You also want to share how they can reach you, and 

your Facebook, Twitter, Linked In links (As appropriate). 

 

Note: if you are doing this in webinar format, I always recommend having content 

after your offer.  A special set of tips – something that your ideal client really 

wants to know/hear so they stay until the end, otherwise you may see people drop 

off when you start to make an offer.   
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Catering to Different Learning Styles 

 

There are three main learning styles – Auditory, Visual and Kinesthetic 

 

 Auditory - Learn primarily through hearing.  They learn well through 

lectures, presentations, speeches and discussion groups.  They don’t 

need handouts and other materials to solidify learning.  You can 

recognize this type of learner because they use phrases like “I hear you” 

or “play that soundtrack for me”.   

 

 Kinesthetic - Learn primarily through doing. They learn well by taking 

notes, doing exercises where they can experience it themselves such as 

role plays or experiential activities.  You can recognize them because 

they use phrases like “I have a handle on it” or “that really resonates 

with me”.  They are the hardest audience to capture and more than a 

1/3 of learners are this type.  To capture these, we need to incorporate 

exercises or encourage note-taking.   

 

 Visual - Learn primarily through what they see, observe or read.  They 

learn well through videos, pictures, and graphs/charts.  You can 

recognize this type of learner because they use phrases like “I see what 

you mean” or “paint a picture for me”   

 

 

What type of learner do I think I am? 
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High Impact Methodology to Hit All Learning Styles 

 

 Use Pictures – these help visual learners understand your point 

 Tell Stories – these drive the points home for all the learners.  The visual 

learner pictures the story or the scene.  The auditory learner hears the 

story.  The kinesthetic learner imagines doing it.  It also “ups” the 

entertainment factor. 

 Use Statistics – this drives points home for auditory learners in particular, 

but also “Ups” the credibility factor 

 Use Exercises – this works for most learning types, but really solidifies 

learning and engagement of the kinesthetic learner. 

 Using Q & A – this works for all learning types but particularly helps 

kinesthetic learners solidify their understanding and learning.  It also helps 

them to feed back or paraphrase the answer.   

 

Does my presentation serve all learning types?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What changes should I make to ensure I hit all learning styles? 
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Materials, Visuals, Technology and Handouts 

 

 Audio/Visual, Technology and Handouts should be used to enhance your 

presentation, not distract from it.  Don’t use too many bells and whistles, as 

you will take too much attention off you and your content.  As hard as 

presenting is for you, you don’t ever want the other elements to become 

more important than you.   

 Do not use your PowerPoint as “the” handout. PowerPoint is a great tool – 

and it only should say the essence of what you want to say, so as a handout 

it usually falls short.  If it doesn’t fall short as a handout, than it’s actually 

not a very good PowerPoint!  Provide handouts with details that really make 

a great reference document from the presentation. 

 Mix it up – don’t just use PowerPoint.  As great as a tool as it is, PowerPoint 

is limited.  It speaks better to visual learners than other types of learners, 

and too much of it can “numb out” your audience.  There are many other 

mediums you can use, such as:   

 Videos 

 Flip Charts/Whiteboard 

 Handouts 

 Audio Clips 

 Slide shows/pictures 

 Props 

 Time Handouts appropriately.  Remember that we don’t want to do anything 

that distracts the audience.  We want to keep them engaged.  If possible, 

give out handouts right before an exercise.  If you give out a workbook, give 

it out at the end or ask that they do not read ahead (they probably still 

will!).  A way to get around this is to give them a folder and give them the 

handouts throughout the presentation.   
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The Do’s and Don’ts of PowerPoint 

 

PowerPoint is often used in a way for which it was not designed.  It was not 

designed to replace the presenter; it was designed to be a tool for presenter and 

the presentation.  It has become so ubiquitous in its use, that its misuse is not only 

accepted but also often totally expected.  Here are some ways to use PowerPoint 

as it was intended, to augment and enhance your presentation – not BECOME the 

presentation. 

 Less is More – don’t try to put everything on the slide that you want to say.  

It is overpowering and difficult to take in.  It keeps people reading your 

slide rather than focusing on you. 

 Create Bullets with the Essence of your Point – This should be a reminder for 

you and a stimulus for the audience, rather than everything you want to say 

that will steal your thunder. 

 Don’t Read your Slides – Your audience can read.  You don’t need to read it 

to them.  Instead paraphrase and talk to the essence of your point. 

 Good as an Outline – PowerPoint can help you stay on track, so it can be 

used as a high level outline, but not as a replacement for a more detailed 

outline. 

 Isn’t Appropriate for Everything – Diversity is a good thing.  Diversity 

engages your audience more actively and helps your presentation appeal to 

a wider range of people.   Don’t only use PowerPoint.  Also – sometimes it 

just isn’t the right tool.  For example, people overuse it in the Sales Process 

– where the focus should be on the customers and their needs.  Or it sets 

too formal/impersonal of a tone for things like addressing the company 

about Change.    

 Use Graphics and Images – This appeals to the visual learners and simply 

makes it more visually interesting. 
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PowerPoint Formatting 

 

 Use 36-38 point font for the title – This makes it visible and standout to 

people in the audience.  Always make sure your Title type is larger than your 

Body type. 

 Use 28-38 point font for the body – Anything smaller than this will be 

difficult for most people to read unless it is on an unusually large screen. 

 Be consistent in your formatting and fonts – This shows the audience 

professionalism with consistency of look and feel. 

 Use san serif fonts, such as Arial – These are easier to read from a distance 

than serif fonts such as Times New Roman.   

 Avoid charts/graphs that are hard to see – This will detract, not add to your 

presentation.  Do charts/graphs in handouts that are easier to see. 

 Use White Space – Don’t jam your slide too full.  White space is visually 

appealing.   

 Use Sentence Fragments – Full sentences may be more correct from an 

English Language perspective, but they are difficult to read and detract from 

the presentation 

 Limit Your Points – Use multiple slides, if necessary, to keep each slide to 3-

4 minutes.   

 Use images for metaphors and to add flavor and/or humor to your 

presentation.   
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Effective Presenting 

 

The best presenters I know make it look easy and natural.  They are enjoyable, 

authentic and seem really comfortable.  I guarantee you, however, that any 

good presenter works at it.  Even the most dynamic natural speakers improve 

with practice and time.   

Our job as a presenter is to build credibility and “relatability”.  Since people 

hire people they know, trust and like, our goal is to have them walk away with a 

sense of who we are, where we are gifted and with a desire to work with us 

further if they are an ideal client.   

 

What Makes a Presenter a Good One? 

 

 Prepared and organized – Great presenters are well prepared.  They do their 

presentations in advance, practice, play the presentation in their minds, and 

come with all their ducks in a row – such as handouts, timing, tools and 

props.   

 Credible – There are 3 types of credibility.  If you have more than one, you 

are particularly credible with an audience.   

 I have walked in your shoes – such as a CEO of two successful start ups 

talking to a group of CEOs from start ups 

 Maker of champions – such as football coaches with a successful 

record who may have never been a star player themselves 

 A subject matter expert – such as a PhD in Organizational 

Development who talks to CEO’s about effective leadership 

 Engage and “hook” the audience immediately – You do this by establishing 

rapport and credibility and by getting their attention with something 

interesting, important and/or funny.  I recommend telling a personal story 

that ties to your passion on the subject or a story that ties into an 

interesting statistic that gets your audience curious about your subject 

matter. 

 Confident and Enthusiastic – These go a long, long way.  People are forgiving 

of a confident and enthusiastic presenter when they make a mistake. 

 Informative, Persuasive and Entertaining – These are the golden three.  

When these three are combined, you are bound to win your audience.   

 Effective use of Space, Technology, Materials – This helps you be more 

entertaining and interesting.   
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 Understands their audience – You would not present the same way to a group 

of Technologists as you would Marketers.  You need to speak their language 

and hit the WIIFM factor (what’s in it for me?) for your audience. 

 Flexible – Sometimes things do not go as planned.  Don’t stay attached to 

the plan if the rules have changed.  Be willing to throw out the agenda and 

do something different.  This is particularly important with TIME.  One of the 

most frequent changes is that your timeline gets compressed.  Know what 

you will dump and have a contingency plan for this.   

 Establish Audience Rapport – You should do this immediately, from the time 

the first person walks into the room or auditorium, and continue in your 

opening and throughout your presentation.  You do this by engaging with, 

not presenting to, your audience.   

 KISS – Keep it Simple Stupid.  Don’t over-engineer a presentation.  You don’t 

want to lose your audience by having too much production that takes away 

from you, the presenter.   

 Repeat Key Concepts – Most audiences only retain 20% of your presentation if 

you are LUCKY.  If a point is crucial, hit it multiple times throughout a 

presentation.   

 Have we mentioned practicing? – This is the best way to memorize your 

materials, figure out timing, and find the parts of your presentation that 

need to be adjusted.   
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Grounding for a Presentation 

 

The most effective way to be grounded for a presentation is to be prepared and 

practiced.  This will automatically decrease any anxiousness or nervousness you 

have.  With that said, most performers and presenters have ways to ground 

before they perform/present.  Here are some ways: 

 

 Visualize the Presentation going PERFECTLY – I call this playing the movie in 

your mind.  Don’t make it a horror film.  Make it a feel good movie with lots 

of smiling, engaged people in the audience who are sitting at the edge of 

their seat to hear what you are going to say next. 

 Meditate – This will help calm you and ease any nervousness that you have.  

You might want to focus on one word and meditate on that word.   

 Deep breathing also helps calm nerves and gets you grounded.  Try breathing 

in “calm” on your inhale and breathing out all your “stress, anxiousness or 

worry” on your exhale.Listen to Music – Listen to the type you need – 

Classical to calm. Rock music to excite you and pump you up.   

 Flap Your Lips – If you aren’t grounded, you can’t flap your lips. It’s a funny 

phenomenon but next time you present, don’t go on stage until you can do 

this.  You know you are breathing and grounded if you can.  You might want 

to duck into a bathroom or behind the curtain for this one, though!  If you 

aren’t sure what lip flapping is, watch this amazing lip flapper on YouTube:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIijsg8ggTI 

 Get in Your Body – Do jumping jacks, pump your fists, jog in place.  Getting 

a little blood pumping in your veins will help energize you and force you to 

breathe more.   

 

What works for me to get grounded? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIijsg8ggTI
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Memorable Openings 

 

 Tell a Story – Make sure it is relevant to the topic at hand and is something 

that will interest the audience and make them curious to know more.  

 Use Humor – Humor is a great way to engage your audience.  But if you know 

you aren’t funny, don’t go overboard with humor.  If you think you are 

funny, ask someone else what THEY think!  

 You don’t have to be a comedian – be yourself 

 Use it sparingly 

 Keep it relevant 

 Keep it clean 

 Practice if you are telling a joke 

 Don’t recycle those internet jokes.  They are likely to have already 

heard it and think you are being trite or unoriginal. 

 Include the Audience – As example: Ask for a raise of hands, or throw out 

questions to your audience to engage them. 

 Mention Current Topic/Event/Issue – Stay away from political leanings unless 

you are at a political event.  Talk about something that everyone in the 

audience would care about. 

 Link to the Audience – Linking the topic of your story to the audience and 

why they are there is KEY.  Use their language or jargon.  Think about the 

WIIFM factor for them (the “what’s in it for me” factor). 

 Establish Credibility – Don’t assume your credibility has already been 

established.  Take the opportunity to establish your credibility.   

o Think about what would establish credibility with this audience. 

o Have someone introduce you who can establish your credibility. 

o Tell a story that establishes more credibility. 

   Dress in a way that supports your credibility. 
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Creating the Impact You Intend 

 

Most people greatly overestimate how much the content of their presentation 

matters.  They often think if the content is good, then how I present it isn’t 

important, right?  Well, it’s simply not the case: 

 

 Content is only 7% of our impact 

 Voice Characteristics are 38% of our impact 

 Movement/Gestures/Non-Verbal are 55% of our impact 

 

How we move and how we say things matters more than the words themselves.  

Think about email. How often do we take email in a way it’s not intended.  We 

infer the voice characteristics and non-verbal characteristics that go along with the 

words.  For example:  “Well, I guess so” – could be inferred a dozen different ways 

– as obnoxious, as defeatist, as humorous, as air-heady.  How often have you sent 

an email and made an unintended impact?  It’s happened to all of us. 

 

What is the impact you want to create? 

 

 Be clear about the impact you want to create 

 Notice your impact. Did it land the way you intended? 

 If it didn’t – don’t stay the course.  Counterbalance it and address it.  I call 

this “dancing in the moment”.  If you see shock, bewilderment, laughter 

(during a serious presentation), or (insert emotion you did NOT intend here) 

in the faces of the audience, don’t ignore it.  Address it.   

 If you aren’t sure what needs to shift, name it.  I can see that what I just 

said didn’t land the way I intended.  Please tell me, what is the reaction you 

are having to what I just said? 

 Did the energy shift?  You may have to continue in this dance until you are 

clear on how to shift the energy.  
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What if You Freeze? 

 

 Use your visuals as a roadmap – This can help you get back on track. 

 Keep your notes nearby – There is nothing wrong with glancing at your notes. 

 Take a sip of water – Sometimes that’s all you need to get back on your 

ground. 

 Focus your eyes on one person – This can help get you grounded again. 

 Repeat or paraphrase what you just said – It can sound like you are saying it 

for emphasis. 

 Ask “What are your thoughts so far?” or…  

 Ask “What else needs to be added?” Turning it back to the audience can take 

the heat off you. 

 Don’t be afraid to be transparent – If you really are lost, you can say, 

“Where was I?” or make a joke about losing your very important point.  This 

will usually give you the time to regain your ground. 

 Breathe! When we get fearful, we hold our breath and that exacerbates the 

issue. Take a deep breath and that usually will help get you back on track.  
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Conducting Q&A 

 

 Leave ample time for questions at the end – You don’t want to be left with 

unanswered questions hanging in the air. 

 Ask “What questions do you have?” instead of “Do you have any questions?”  

This implies there are questions and invites them. 

 Repeat the question before answering it – This ensures everyone hears the 

question and gives you time to process. 

 It’s better to say, “I don’t know, but I’ll find out and get back to you.” Don’t 

MSU (Make Stuff Up). You can also say “Great question. My best guess is “x” 

and I’ll find out and confirm that for you.”   

 Wait at least seven seconds before closing a Q & A – People often need some 

time to formulate their questions and get the gumption up to ask it. 

 Be well versed on FAQs in preparation. Anticipate what the questions will be 

so that you can speak knowledgeably about them. 
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Do’s and Don’ts  

 

Do: 

 Get grounded before you begin. 

 Use a microphone if you need to. 

 Make eye contact with your audience. (You may want to spend 2-3 

seconds focused on one face and then move to a different person.  

Make sure you canvas the room). 

 Watch the audience’s body language. 

 Cater to the majority, not a distracting minority. 

 Summarize frequently. 

 Watch the clock and your pace. Practice helps with proper pacing to 

ensure you don’t run out of time. 

 Stand to the audience’s left – This has the audience read the point 

and return back to you. 

 3-4 minutes per slide – If they take longer, you may consider moving 

the points to several slides. 

 Be confident (you probably know more than anyone else)! 

 Keep focused - use the Parking Lot for questions/issues that would 

steer you off the agenda. 

 Leave plenty of time for Q&A. 

 Thank the audience at the end of the presentation. 

 Direct questions asked back to the audience – This is a way to engage 

the audience and access the knowledge in the room. 
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Don’ts: 

 Rocking or “ticks” – recording yourself on video helps identify if you 

have ticks. 

 Hands in pockets – you lose one of your greatest tools – your hands. 

 Don’t read verbatim off your slides. 

 Criticize or question the material you’re presenting. 

 End on a negative comment or question. 

 Watch “umm,” “you know,” “like,” and other filler words. 

 Run over time – this shows a lack of respect to your audience. Instead, 

know what content you will breeze over if time runs short.   

 

 

Effective Set Up 

 

 Always arrive early to set up the room and A/V – I recommend setting 

up an hour before most presentations. 

 U-shape or semi circle is ideal for participation. 

 Make sure everyone can see. Sit in various chairs and areas of the 

room/auditorium to make sure everyone can see. 

 Avoid having people look at the back of others heads. Space chairs so 

that they aren’t directly in back of others, but spaced between.  

 Have at least 2 ½ feet of table space per person – to ensure comfort. 

 Tape off areas, if need be – to ensure people don’t sit in areas that 

aren’t visible or discourage audience participation. 

 Have an area with all your materials and handouts – labeled and 

ordered. 

 Do not hide behind a podium. Keep your notes and your water there 

but don’t stand behind it.   

 Eliminate obstacles between you and your audience, such as podiums, 

tables, or support beams. 

 Set up so your back is never to the audience – it is best to view your 

slides from the laptop or stand next to the screen and pointing to it 

rather than in front of it. 

 Allow plenty of space for movement without needing to walk in front 

of the projector – This is very distracting and comes across as 

unprofessional. 
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Presentation Checklist 

 

Preparation 

 Have I researched my audience? 

 Have I practiced and had a Dress Rehearsal? 

 

Room Setup 

 Is the seating arrangement comfortable (2 ½ feet per person)? 

 Can everyone see the screen, flip chart, and whiteboard from their seat? 

 Do you know how to adjust the lights? 

 Do you know how to adjust the temperature and is it at a good level? 

 

Handouts 

 Do you have photocopies of all your handouts? 

 Are they ordered and set out for easy distribution? 

 Do you have a copy of each handout in your facilitation packet? 

 

A/V 

 Have you hooked up the projector to the laptop and done a trial run?   

 Have you adjusted the volume for your laptop? 

 If you are using a microphone, have you checked that it is working and at 

the proper volume? 

 

General 

 Do you have flip charts and pens if you will need them? 

 Do you have a white board and dry erase pens if you need them? 

 Do you have a clock within visible view and/or removed your watch to use? 

 Have you met the person who’s going to introduce you and review with 

them what to say? 

 Did you ground yourself before the session? 

 Am I ready to have fun with this?!? 
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